SUMMARY Histopathological examinations of synovial tissues, obtained in 393 operations, disclosed the presence of foreign body giant cells or synovial giant cells or both in 51 cases. The presence of the former could be related to the occurrence of material foreign to the location, whereas for the latter group the coincidence of precipitated fibrin only was noted in a significant number of cases. The patients operated upon were classified by 10 diagnosed entities of joint disease, and the synovial giant cells, lying among synoviocytes or in the subsynoviocytic tissue, were observed in 8 of these categories. Thus no diagnostic significance could be attributed to the giant cells.
Material and methods
Specimens of synovial tissue were obtained from patients who had been extensively investigated by the Rheumatic Diseases Study Group, New York University Medical Center, and had been found not to present either in their history or in their clinical findings any suggestion of the above named granulomatous joint diseases. Patients with such indication were excluded from this study,5 during which 393 operations, a very small part for diagnostic reasons and the greater part for therapeutic reasons, were performed on joints affected by one of 10 identified entities of joint disease. The diagnoses were established on the basis of the history, all clinical data available, and laboratory studies which comprised: leucocyte count and differential count, sedimentation rate, sheep cell agglutination and Accepted for publication 2 potassium ferricyanide proved to be filled with lipids, fatty acids, and neutral fats. In the latter type of giant cells the nuclei were conspicuously pushed toward the periphery. Another and more often observed type of giant cell was designated synovial giant cell by Grimley and Sokoloff.6 These cells occurred in small, loose groups and varied in size from 25 to 75 Vm, but mostly were 45,um or less (Fig. 3 ). They were ovoid or round, and had a peripherally denser cytoplasm from which a few plump processes extended in all directions; the central cytoplasm sometimes contained fine granules or vacuoles. Their vesicular, rather uniform nuclei numbered from 2 to 12, rarely up to 30, but most commonly from 3 to 8, and resembled those of hypertrophic synoviocytes, justifying thus the designation given by Grimley and Sokoloff. 6 The nuclei were ovoid, 3-5 ,tm long and 2-3 ,m wide, and contained 1 to 2 nucleoli and several irregularly distributed chromatin particles (Fig. 3) . In the majority (65 %) of the cases of this study with synovial giant cells the nuclei were peripherally situated, leaving the central cytoplasm free (Fig. 3) . In a smaller number (33 %) the cells had irregularly distributed nuclei, and in 200 the cells had centrally situated nuclei. The synovial giant cells were located in 50 % of the cases in the synoviocyte cover, in 24 % in the subsynoviocytic tissue, and in 26% in both zones (Fig. 3) . In the first location the giant cells either lay amid or underlay hypertrophic synoviocytes, but retained contiguity with the latter. In the second location the giant cells were separated from the deep border of the synoviocytes by a broader layer of collagen fibres.
As a variety or the predecessors probably of the synovial giant cells, some cells characterised by their larger size of 22-30 pm (Fig. 4) (Fig. 5 and Table 1 ). Whereas the synovial giant cells occurred more often within or directly beneath the synoviocyte cover than in the somewhat deeper subsynoviocytic tissue, in whatever location they occurred they could not be considered diagnostic of rheumatoid arthritis, although they occurred more frequently in synovitis in definite and classical rheumatoid arthritis and in rheumatoid-like entities such as synovitis in ankylosing spondylitis, and in synovitis in psoriasis, than they did in other categories of synovitis. The greater *^. 
